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ABSTRACT  

A short-review of optical coherence tomography (OCT) technologies employed to evaluate and image flow and tiny 
movements is presented. Over the time, the progress of OCT from time domain to spectral (Fourier) domain SD-OCT has 
led to new approaches in measuring flow and tissue (object) vibration. In the present document, several procedures are 
presented of what is known today as OCTA, used to visualize tiny vessels in the human retina and replacing the need for 
injection in angiography. These methods are now extended to measurements of minuscule spatial variations due to action 
potential, cell division or tissue deformation in elastography. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Since the early age of the OCT technology [1,2], structural images described by B-scan images (cross section images) or 
C-scan images (en-face images) have proven their usefulness in the clinic,  a lot of work being done to enhance the quality 
of images as well as their interpretation. Work on the hardware led to increasing the axial and transversal resolution. Recent 
work on the software led to refocusing and dispersion correction.  There is also a trend towards functional assessment by 
using for example spectroscopic OCT, Optical Coherence Elastography, etc. 

OCT angiography (OCTA) is one of these modalities which maps the vascularity of a biological sample, especially used 
on the human retina. Age-related macular degeneration, glaucoma and diabetic retinopathy are the three main reasons of 
visual field loss and blindness. They have a direct impact on blood vessels by reducing the retinal blood flow and inducing 
choroidal neovascularization. Currently, the gold standard to diagnose and follow the evolution of the disease are semi-
invasive methods such as Fluorescein Angiography and Indocyanine Green Angiography. OCTA presents the advantage 
to be non-invasive and requires no injection of contrast agents. 

SD-OCT has been combined with Doppler imaging [3] to acquire images of blood flow in skin [4] and human retina [5-
7] that allow angiography imaging with no dye. Doppler based methods provide the magnitude and direction of flow. To 
reduce the sensitivity of measurement to undesired phase instabilities, a joint spectral and time domain OCT [8] method 
has been introduced. A different method is based on fluctuation measurements that employ variations in phase between 
successive images. Phase-variance OCT between successive B-scans allowed mapping of micro-vasculature without 
quantitative flow information [9]. By calculating the squared intensity difference between successive tomograms [10], the 
flow against static tissue can be contrasted. Intensity based methods are insensitive to electronic trigger jitter and therefore 
are better suited to swept source OCT systems.  

In a previous work, we presented simultaneous interrogation of flow at multiple depths separated by a spatial interval 
which is adjustable from zero to values which are less, larger, or much larger than the coherence length of the optical 
source. The key to this method was the use of recirculating loops in both reference and sample arms of a low-coherence 
interferometer. A similar configuration was previously reported for delivering several C-scan OCT images from different 
depths simultaneously in a Drosophila melanogaster larvae [11], as well as from the human eye in vivo [12]. 
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2. DOPPLER MEASUREMENTS 
 
Doppler measurements were performed using an in-housebuilt time-domain OCT system based on single mode fibers. A 
schematic diagram of the set-up is presented in Fig. 1, where light from a broadband optical source (Lumen Photonics 
1530-1560 nm) is amplified by an erbium doped optical amplifier (Amonics AEDFA-PA-35-B-FA) and split into a main 
sample and reference arms by a directional coupler DC 1 (50/50 splitting ratio). In each arm of the interferometer, a 
separate optical loop (1 and 2), with an adjustable path length is built (Interface Optics 1 and 2, which consist of microscope 
objectives and translation stages). Each loop incorporates an acousto-optic frequency shifter (AOFS) that shifts the optical 
frequency upward by the frequency of the driving signal. Two semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOA1 and SOA2, 
QPhotonics QSOA-1050) are incorporated into the two loops to compensate for losses. In order to protect the SOAs from 
stray reflections, optical isolators Is1a,b and Is2a,b are placed at their inputs and outputs. Multiple depths within the flow 
can be simultaneously interrogated, depth separated by the difference between the optical path lengths of the two loops, 
OPDL, difference which can be adjusted by the Interface Optics 1 and 2 incorporated in the loops. 

 
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the time-domain OCT system used to perform Doppler measurements: DC1-4 directional couplers, PC: 
polarization controllers, Is1a, Is1b, Is2a, Is2b: optical isolators, SOA1,2: semiconductor optical amplifiers, AOFS1,2: acousto-optic 

frequency shifters, PD1,2: photo-detectors, DA: differential amplifier 

The injection of light into the loops and the reinjection of the amplified light into the main loop take place at the directional 
couplers DC2 and DC3. For every pass of light through the two loops, the optical frequency is shifted by fS (fR). Let us 
define the OPD as the difference between the path length in the reference arm and the path length in the sample arm. 
Essential for following the flow direction is to define Δf as the difference of frequencies, fS-fR, i.e., of frequencies of signals 
applied to the AOFS in the sample path and to the AOFR in the reference arm. This means that a positive Doppler shift, 
fD, leads to an increase of the beating recorded by the photo-detected signal: δf = Δf + fS= fS - fR+ fD. The multiple waves 
from the reference path interfere with the multiple waves from the sample path at the directional coupler DC4, producing 
a frequency beat at ׀fS - fR׀ = pΔf, where p is the number of re-circulations of light in the two loops. The DC4 output 
signals are sent to a balanced photo-detector unit, consisting of two photo-detectors (PhD1 and PhD2). Two different 
spectrum analyzers are used to measure the spectrum of the detected signal (Hewlett Packard 3561A for low frequency 
range (1 Hz –100 kHz) and a Hewlett Packard 8590A for high-frequency range (10 kHz–1.5 GHz)). To perform Doppler 
measurements flow is generated by a peristaltic pump (Gilson Minipuls 3), that pumps an Intralipid solution (Phospholipid-
stabilized soybean oil, 20%, emulsion, Sigma Aldrich) at a minimum flow velocity of 0.64 µl/s through a 1 mm thickness 
quartz flow cuvette (n=1.43, Starna Scientific, Type 45 Flow Cells). For the cuvette and the connecting pipes used, a 
calibration was performed by measuring the volume of fluid flown in a given time, obtaining 6.47 µl/s for a 1 rpm on the 
pump.  

Figure 2a shows the screens of the RF spectrum analyzer displaying the spectrum of the photo-detected signal for Δf = 10 
kHz, at a pump speed of 1 rpm to the left, no flow and 1 rpm to the right. The component around 0 Hz (order p= 0) 
corresponds to the interference of waves originating from the main loop only, that traveled along OPDM while the other 
peaks at multiples of Δf =10 kHz (orders p = 1-5) are generated by interference of similar orders p, of re-circulation waves 
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in the loops, originating from p axial points from inside the cuvette. In Fig. 2b the frequency shift of each carrier frequency 
for the situation shown in fig 2a) where pump speed = 1 rpm and Δf = 10 kHz together with their standard deviations is 
presented. The following measurements where the value of Δf is adjusted to accommodate different flow velocities, with 
a pump speed from 0.1 rpm to 10 rpm and carrier frequencies of Δf =1 kHz, Δf =10 kHz, and Δf =100 kHz were chosen 
to be performed. Evaluating the frequency deviations from the rest position for all 5 peaks, a flow profile in the cuvette 
can be drawn, as shown in Fig. 2(c, d, e) for different pump speeds/velocity flux values (0.64 µl/s, 1.94 µl/s, 3.23 µl/s…64.7 
µl/s). The larger the velocity flux and the larger the order p, the wider the peak and the lower the amplitude of the peak. 
For Δf =100 kHz and s = 10 rpm the 5th order p was of a too small amplitude to be precisely measured (Fig. 2e). 
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Fig.2 (a) Screen shots of the low frequency spectrum analyzer for a velocity flux of 0 and 1 rpm flow to the left/right. Each component 
represents the carrier pΔf of an independent measurement channel, where Δf =10 kHz. b) Frequency shift of each carrier frequency for 
the situation shown in fig 2a) where pump speed = 1 rpm and Δf = 10 kHz together with their standard deviations.    (c)–(e) Deviations 
of each carrier frequency from the no flow situation for several velocity flux values, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1, 2, 5 and 10 rpm, and carrier 
frequencies of Δf =1 kHz, Δf =10 kHz, and Δf =100 kHz. For each case, two graphs are shown, corresponding to flow to the left and 
flow to the right. 

 

 
Fig.3  Optical path length in the loops (mm) vs carrier frequency (kHz). 
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Due to multiple recirculations of the waves in the secondary loops, the larger the number of roundtrips, the smaller the 
needed OPD variation in the secondary loop to explore the entire flow profile (Fig. 3). OPD was modified, and the 
frequency shifts were measured for each carrier (corresponding to p =1 to 5 re-circulations of light in the two loops). The 
extension of the profile measured using waves traversing the loops once, p =1, covers approximately 3 mm, as expected. 
The other profiles, for p = 2, 3, 4, 5 cover proportionally less.  
 
A calibration by measuring the volume of fluid flown in a given time, obtaining 6.47 µl/s for a 1 rpm on the pump was 
performed, and we succeeded to record speeds in the range of 0.0358 mm/s to 35.8 mm/s. The maximum speed measurable 
is determined by the bandwidth. The optimum selection for the Δf value was possible because the velocity order of 
magnitude was known. In practice however, even if this is not known, measurements could start from the largest Δf allowed 
by system that is subsequently reduced until a significant shift is seen on the spectrum analyzer. If the choice is incorrect, 
for example when using a carrier of 1 kHz or 10 kHz for a shift, the carrier is not seen at the right frequency position and 
aliasing components arise. If by varying the flow velocity, some peaks travel on the analyzer screen in one direction and 
some others in the opposite direction, this is a clear indication of aliasing that require a larger value Δf.  
 

3. MOTION DETECTION BY OCT 
Several methods have been developed using the amplitude or the phase from the optical signal of successive B-scan images 
[15-20]. All techniques follow the same acquisition protocol, several images, at least two are acquired at the same position 
in real time (Fig.4). Then, s datasets are reconstructed using Complex Master Slave Interferometry (cMSI) method giving 
access to the structural images [21,22]. The MS technology proceeds in two steps: the master and the slave ones. During 
the master step, the system is calibrated by using a flat mirror as object, in the sample arm. Several channeled spectra 
(minimum two), are acquired for different optical path differences. These sets of spectra, named experimental masks, 
incorporate non-linearities and unbalanced dispersion in the interferometer. The masks, are then used to infer theoretically 
as many complex masks as depths needed. Once the set of masks is produced [21], the mirror is replaced by the sample to 
be imaged. The channeled spectrum at the OCT interferometer output is compared to the full set of complex masks. A 
comparison operation is initiated at the slave stage of the channeled spectrum with each complex mask.  

The functional images are based on structural images. To infer the flow, images from the same position are compared 
using mathematical operations such as variance or correlation calculation.  

 

 
Fig. 4. Acquisition Protocol of structural and functional images. cMSI method gives access direclty to structural images. To obtain 

functional images, several structural images from the same position are compared using variance or correlation calculation. 
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The angiography methods are based on mathematical operations such as variance, difference or correlation [15-20] applied 
totwo main entities: the phase and the amplitude of the modulated optical signal.  
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where x is the amplitude or the phase of the signal, N is the total number of B-scans considered at the same position, (i,j) 
the axial and lateral coordinate.  In the ideal case, only two successive B-scans are enough to create an angiography image. 
Each OCTA image is “cleaned” using a threshold applied to the values calculated using the above equations, depending 
on the method chosen. A threshold is chosen to remove noise which presents a high variance value by the fact that it is a 
random and sometimes, some static features presented too high back reflections. However, this parameter needs to be 
wisely chosen. If it is too low, some static parts are still visible and if too high, small vessels can be missed.   To reduce 
the value of the threshold while removing the static features, several methods have been investigated based on averaging 
of several angiography images.  
A possible method consists in averaging over several B-scans acquired from the same lateral position. This reduces the 
noise and draws a more defined vasculature (equivalent increase in the acquisition time and so increase of the amount of 
red blood cells passing by the imaged area) but it is more sensitive on background motion and it is time consuming. Indeed, 
for a fixed image size, the time is multiplied by n-1 where n is the number of B-scans at the same position compared to 
the ideal case.  
Another method reported [23] is to split the spectrum into k Gaussian window bands to obtain several spectra from the 
same lateral position (Fig.5). At each position (x,y), the spectrum (k,n) is compared to the spectrum (k,n+1) where n is the 
B-scan number at the same scanning position. At the end, we have (2k-1)*(n-1) comparisons. In this way, the number of 
averaged images is multiplied by a (2k-1) factor achiving the needed average employed by the first method mentioned 
above. In this way, the oversampling number “n” can be minimized. The acquisition time is reduced while averaging over 
these 2k-1 angiography images leads to better signal-to-noise ratio of flow detection. However, the axial resolution is 
impacted and depreciated by a k factor.  
 

 
 
Fig.5 Split spectrum averaging method. Full unprocessed channelled spectrum at the output of the balanced photo-detector (left graph) 

is multiplied by Gaussian windows to create several spectra. These windowed raw spectra are afterwards used separetly to create B-
scan images. After motion detection correction,  angiography images are created by averaging.  

 
In figure 6, examples of structural and functional image are shown. The method used was split spectrum amplitude 
decorrelation angiography (SSADA) [23] where k=3 and n=2. The sample was a tube on the top of a piece of paper flowing 
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milk using a pump. To have a better visualization of the flowing milk, the functional image is presented in purple on the 
top of the structural image. Static features can be separated from moving ones.  

 

 
Fig. 6 Structural and functional images of a rubber tube through which milk is flowing. The functional image is colored in purple and 

superposed to the structural one. The line through the tube is due to saturation and for this reason, shown a wrong value in the 
correlation calculation.  

EMBRYO MONITORING 

Angiography means drawing the vessel map and methods mentioned above are mainly used to do this. However, it is 
important to note that any of such OCTA methods are sensitive to the moving blood inside the vessel. Thus, they can be 
also applied to detect motion from cells or embryo evolution. A recent article shows the monitoring of an embryo over 
several hours [24]. Tiny movements inside the embryo were evaluated by calculating the speckle variance between two 
successive images (en-face images). This has allowed to quantify the level of changes within the 3D volume of the embryo 
and define areas that manifest a certain degree of liveliness. OCTA was proven as a reliable tool in quantifying the embryo 
lifetime when deprived from suitable environment for their existence. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this manuscript, time and spectral imaging modalities have been presented. A scalable time domain multiple path 
configuration was presented, that allows simultaneous interrogation of an intralipid flow at several axial depths in a vessel. 
The set-up is reconfigurable in respect to differential distance and speed range measurable. Measurements were presented 
for different frequency shift Δf values to accommodate different velocity ranges. The other method described refers to 
spectral domain, where cMSI is used in the signal processing. Here the range can only be changed by altering the sweeping 
of the swept source or reading speed of the camera in the spectrometer. 
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